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Rallou wakes up one day to find that her dreams have escaped her. The children are grown and

gone, and her husband is no longer the man she married.Their house is not their own, and Rallou

has not achieved the things she thought she would with her life.Has she really made the choices

that have determined her life, or is it a case of 'once a village girl always a village girl'? Either way, it

is not enough...As she ponders her position, a force of nature shatters all she has known and her

husband goes missing. Is this the catalyst she needs to make some big decisions, or must she

settle for a life that feels less than satisfactory?Set against the backdrop of a sunny Greek island,

'Being Enough' is a simple tale that will resonate with anyone who has ever questioned whether

there is more to life.
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Where do I begin? Wow! Another great story by Sara Alexi. She again brings you into the story so

you cannot put it down. You almost have to finish it in one sitting because you canÃ¢Â€Â™t stop

thinking about what will happen next. I told my husband that I get confused sometimes when she



goes back and forth in time and then I realized that , that is what holds my interest. When it all

comes together in the end it makes my heart happy. I love happy endings. I have a happy ending

similar to this in my own life of 75 years. I know that all that happened in this book may sound a bit

far fetched to some but I know how real it can be. At my age I can look back on my life and see how

all that happened brought me to where I am today.Thanks Sara for a wonderful story. I saw myself

and others I knew in my life within these pages and I look forward to reading your next book. As for

now I will have my memories of all the wonderful people I have come to know in Greece.

I finished BEING ENOUGH last night. I truly enjoyed it! I loved going back to Orino Island and the

village. The description of the places was so vibrant. I could feel the ground beneath my feet, see

the sea, smell the smells, hear the trees rustle, the goat bells clonk, feel the sun beating down on

me and then feel the breeze. The disaster was disasterous! The old friends coming back on the

scene was satisfying and heart warming!Ã¢Â•Â¤Ã¯Â¸Â•And especially (I don't want to give anything

away here) the appearance of Dxxxy!Sara has done it again!Sara, thank you for another wonderful

book and introducing me to some wonderful new people! I really like Roulla, Christos and Roulla's

baba! I'd like to spend some time with them. I'd like to hug the baba. He sounds so sweet!

Sara has just written my newest favorite of the Greek Village series! Brimming with the delightful

and realistic descriptions of the beauty of the islands, Including some "friends" from other books in

the series was just perfect! Filled with loss and pain in the beginning, and ending with uncovering of

childhood events and Intrigue, this book ends with self-realization, forgiveness and a few surprises

as well. During the journey, we have the beautiful experience in a tunnel, a miracle involving a

donkey and the very realistic natural disaster as well. It took me all day and most of the evening to

finish....as there was absolutely no point that I could put it down to be continued later!You have

outdone yourself Sara!!! Hope you have started the next one!!

I've enjoyed all of Sara Alexi's books, and this is no exception. Many missed communications and

natural disasters force those impacted to find the important people and things in their lives. Familiar

characters make appearances to let us know how they are doing. The stories are so well told that I

am transported and feel a part of the story or stories.

Another wonderful story from my favourite author .We are taken to a lovely Greek island to follow

two people getting to know each other again while by chance meeting people we already



know.Every one I read I think will be my favourite but then Sara comes up with another amazing

book .Such a talented author has so much understanding of people's emotions.So addictive .

Sara has hit another home run! Her great strength is character development - one always feel you

know the people in her books not just because of their actions, but also because of their thought

processes. Now that we are well into the series, it is especially delightful that many old characters

are revisiting current pages. It is so interesting to see how past characters have evolved and

intermingle with the new ones. Sara's books are always "read in one sitting" books - you simply

can't put them down. Having spent some time in Greece, I especially appreciate how she

understands Greeks and writes so fondly of them and their culture.

Being Enough is my new favorite of all The Greek Village series. Sara has outdone herself with this

book. I loved revisiting some old friends and making new ones in this enthralling book. If I had to

find something off with it, was that it was to short. I could have stayed and visited with these new

characters for a dozen more chapters. Thank you, Sara, for the escape to Greece. I can't wait for

the next Greek Village Book!

I cannot say enough about this author and her ability to reach into the deepest part of being. She

has the insight to bring up thoughts and feelings we all have and insert them into her characters so

that you believe you are part of the book. I love her subtle way of making every day tasks and

journeys into something meaningful to the reader. I loved this book as all her others and

recommend it highly.
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